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Abstract

Evaluation and visualization of complexity in
parameter setting

Lunev Alexey

Parameter setting is a process primary used to specify in what kind of vehicle an
electronic control unit of each type is used. This thesis is targeted to investigate
whether the current strategy to measure complexity gives user satisfactory results.
The strategy consists of structure-based algorithms that are an essential part of the
Complexity Analyzer - a prototype application used to evaluate the complexity. 
  
  The results described in this work suggest that the currently implemented
algorithms have to be properly defined and adapted to be used in terms of parameter
setting. Moreover, the measurements that the algorithms output has been analyzed in
more detail making the results easier to interpret. 
  
  It has been shown that a typical parameter setting file can be regarded as a tree
structure. To measure variation in this structure a new concept, called Path entropy
has been formulated, tested and implemented. 
  
  The main disadvantage of the original version of the Complexity Analyzer application
is its lack of user-friendliness. Therefore, a web version of the application based on
Model-View-Controller technique has been developed. Different to the original
version it has user interface included and it takes just a couple of seconds to see the
visualization of data, compared to the original version where it took several minutes
to run the application.
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Abstract

Parameter setting is a process primary used to specify in what kind of vehi-
cle an electronic control unit of each type is used. This thesis is targeted to
investigate whether the current strategy to measure complexity gives user
satisfactory results. The strategy consists of structure-based algorithms that
are an essential part of the Complexity Analyzer - a prototype application
used to evaluate the complexity.

The results described in this work suggest that the currently imple-
mented algorithms have to be properly defined and adapted to be used
in terms of parameter setting. Moreover, the measurements that the algo-
rithms output has been analyzed in more detail making the results easier
to interpret.

It has been shown that a typical parameter setting file can be regarded
as a tree structure. To measure variation in this structure a new concept,
called Path entropy has been formulated, tested and implemented.

The main disadvantage of the original version of the Complexity Ana-
lyzer application is its lack of user-friendliness. Therefore, a web version
of the application based on Model-View-Controller technique has been de-
veloped. Different to the original version it has user interface included and
it takes just a couple of seconds to see the visualization of data, compared
to the original version where it took several minutes to run the application.



Populärvetenskaplig sammanfat-
tning

Scania är en av Europas största tillverkare av bussar, lastbilar och indus-
triella fartygsmotorer. En typisk lastbil idag innehåller en stor mängd in-
byggda system som styrs via elektronikboxar även kända som styrenheter.
Scania använder hög nivå av modulariseringen i sin produktion vilket gör
att samma typ av styrenhet kan användas i till exempel både lastbil och
buss. Det innebär bland annat att mjukvaran i styrenehterna behöver kon-
figureras utifrån fordonet, vilket sköts av en procedur som kallas för pa-
rametersättning.

Komplexitetsanalysator är en applikation utvecklad av gruppen ansvarig
för diagnostik och konfiguration vars ändamål går ut på att undersöka vari-
ation i paramtersättningen för alla tillgängliga styrenheter. Applikationen
består av en rad algoritmer som undersöker komplexiteten med avseende
på olika strukturella egenskaper. Dock finns det lite belägg om hur bra de
befintliga algoritmerna är samt varför dessa är lämpliga att användas på
parametersättningsdata. Syftet med arbetet går därför ut på att bedöma
om algoritmerna kan användas i sammanhanget samt att tolka utdata de
genererar. Komplexitet i parametersättningen har ingen exakt definition,
därför kan det finnas flera sätt att förstå konceptet. En typisk parametrsät-
tningsfil kan till exempel modelleras som en relationsdatabas med objekt
som kommer i viss ordning. Beroende på styrenhet kan denna struktur kan
variera. Det betyder att det kan finnas nya, ännu inte framtagna metoder,
som är bättre anpassade för beskriva struktur i parametersättning.

Komplexitetsanalysatorn är den allra första prototypen för att mäta kom-
plexitet i konfigurationsfilerna. Trots sin tillfredsställande funktion som
prototyp, är den svår att använda för personer som inte är insatta i Visual
Studio utvecklingsmiljö. Detta innebar i praktiken att om en systemägare
vill ta reda på hur mjukvaran i systemet ändrats över tid måste han eller
hon beställa en sådan analys i pdf format istället för att själv snabbt komma
åt den. För att underlätta användning av Komlexitetsanalysatorn har en
webbapplikation utvecklats som bygger vidare på den första prototypen.
De främsta fördelarna med webb baserade lösningen är dess tillgänglighet
och användarvänlighet. Med en enkel knapptryckning i användargränss-
nittet tar det bara några sekunder att få fram en relevant analys av kom-
plexitet.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction to the topic

The product range at Scania is very large and steadily growing. Nowa-
days, a typical truck contains a lot of electronic equipment responsible for
control of embedded subsystems within the vehicle, in other words, every-
thing from climate system to engine control is carried out automatically by
a device called electronic control unit, often abbreviated as ECU. An ECU
could basically be seen as an on-board computer processing signals orig-
inated from sensors and actuators installed at different places within the
vehicle. The key components of an ECU are a micro controller unit (MCU),
memory types, usually Flash and RAM, different I/O pins etc. The soft-
ware responsible for realizing a certain functionality, taking a control of a
gearbox as an example, is not concentrated in the single ECU, but often
is distributed among several units. To make software components run as
an application, the ECUs are connected by wire forming a distributed net-
work.
As vehicles and motors get more advanced the number of subsystems as
well as their features grows larger. This also imply the size and the com-
plexity of the configuration logic within each ECU as well as the number
of ECUs grows larger. Due to this increase in complexity both system own-
ers, i.e. those responsible for the hardware, as well as software owners,
i.e. those responsible for the software would benefit from understanding
how this complexity changes over time for each system as well as between
different systems.

5



Chapter 1. Introduction 6

1.2 Parameter setting

Scania has a varying range of products that includes trucks, buses and in-
dustrial marine engines. In order to make production fast and cost-efficient,
Scania follows the so-called modulation principle meaning that the same
ECU is made in such a way that it could be used in both a truck, a bus
or an engine. To enable it, a procedure called parameter setting is carried
out. The process starts from definition of parameters and scenarios spe-
cific to a certain vehicle type. These parameters and corresponding values
are implemented as scripts using a programming language very similar to
C. A script has very complex structure and may contain many thousands
lines of code. When an adjustment to an ECU is required, which could be
due to reconstruction, adjusting parameters according to vehicle type or
maybe introducing new functionalities, this is always involves modifying
parameter values in the script files. Each time the parameter specification
is completed, the configuration defined in script files is usually stored in
an XML format. This is usually done for all available systems. Because
parameter setting of the same ECU has been done several times a year for
many years, there is an archive of encrypted XML- files available,
also known as the releases. Parameter setting enables to handle the avail-
able ECUs with much greater efficiency. An alternative to the parameter
setting would be to use an individual software for all the available sorts of
vehicles, which would lead to significant increase in terms of time and cost.



Chapter 2

Problem description

2.1 Problem formulation

Due to a fact that the same ECU is used differently depending on where it is
installed, the software within each ECU has to be configured differently to
make sure that a vehicle of certain type functions correctly. The Complexity
Analyzer is a prototype specially created to carry out this analysis. It con-
tains different strategies to assess the complexity in configuration files. At
Scania people who are in one way or another involved in parameter setting
experience difficulty to use it, mainly because these metrics can be hard to
interpret. Moreover, there could be other ways to understand and measure
the complexity. This aspect should therefore be a subject for further investi-
gation. The first version of the Complexity Analyzer is a prototype that can
only be used by those who are familiar with Visual Studio - an integrated
development environment in which the Complexity Analyzer is executed.
It takes a long time to run, it has no graphical user interface; all these lacks
make it hard to use. The purpose of this work is therefore the following:

• Understand the currently implemented strategies to measure the com-
plexity

• Propose and implement a new strategy to measure complexity in pa-
rameter setting

• Based on the current Complexity Analyzer prototype develop a web-
based application to visualize this complexity.

2.2 Definition of the complexity in terms of software
engineering

Software complexity is a branch in software engineering that primary fo-
cuses on the complexity assessment of object-oriented programs [1]. Intu-
itively, it can be defined as the increase in difficulty in a given chunk of
code each time more components are added. By components one mean
increasing amount of for/while loops, if-else/case-switch statements etc.
Usually complexity metrics, roughly speaking, are grouped into size based
and structure based. As the name suggests, size based metrics assess code

7
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complexity by measuring size of a given chunk of source code obeying triv-
ial rule saying that the more lines of code are added or larger size it has,
the more complicated the module gets. Different to the size based met-
rics, the structure based ones utilize information about flow structure of
code. To make code less complicated in terms of readability, testability and
maintainability it should be designed in such a way that the difficulty of
its structure is minimized. It could, for example, include to choose appro-
priate data structures that do not contribute a lot to the overall complexity.
Too complicated code is difficult to understand, therefore harder to test and
maintain.

2.3 The Complexity Analyzer

The Complexity Analyzer is an in-house application, designed by the diag-
nostics and configuration department at Scania. It is mainly written in C#,
an object-oriented programming language with a syntax similar to Java.
The application measures complexity of the configuration logic using size
based and structure based algorithms, see the detailed description in the
next chapter. By configuration logic it is meant a set of decisions that are
made to adapt a software within an ECU to a certain type of a vehicle. The
initial structure of the Complexity Analyzer is described by the UML class
diagram seen in the A.1 in Appendix 1.

The Complexity Analyzer in its original form can be seen as a first pro-
totype. Although it is a fully-fledged application that fulfills its intended
purpose, i.e. measures the complexity of the configuration logic, outputs
relevant data, it is however too hard to use, meaning that it has no gen-
eral user interface (GUI) and therefore can only be operated either by pro-
fessionals who have directly been involved in its development or at least
by those who are familiar with Visual Studio development environment.
Moreover, it takes several minutes to complete a full run, which makes it
rather unpractical and time consuming. Taking this factors into account by
all means there is a need for a more modern up-to-date application. This
new application could be a web-based fetching data from data source with
relevant measurements as an input, generating a diagram or chart as an
output. It should also have user-friendly GUI, where a choice about which
type of analysis one prefers to look at could be made. Keeping this in mind,
a web-based alternative would make the Complexity Analyzer more acces-
sible, because instead of just being able running it in its development envi-
ronment, one could access the data fast and easy by visiting a homepage.
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2.4 Complexity of parameter setting logic file

By definition, parameter setting logic basically is a chunk of data stored
in an XML-file. This data contains all the information necessary to spec-
ify configuration logic of an ECU. Previously studied complexity metrics,
implemented in the original version of the Complexity Analyzer, focuses
on assessing complexity from software engineering perspective, they are
either structure based or size based, primary designed to look at the com-
plexity of object-oriented code. There is not much information available,
whether object-oriented complexity metrics are appropriate to use for ana-
lyzing complexity of the XML configuration file.

It is known that an XML document has structured data, therefore other
metrics that would better capture structural information should be investi-
gated, and if possible, tested, implemented and integrated in the Complex-
ity Analyzer application environment.



Chapter 3

Currently available complexity
metrics

3.1 Introduction

The project begins from investigating currently implemented complexity
metrics. The purpose of carrying out this investigation is to understand
whether current metrics can be applied to a parameter setting file. The
metric called Cyclomatic complexity is analyzed first followed by the In-
stability and Tree impurity.

3.2 Overview of McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity

Cyclomatic complexity is one of the most well-known methods when it
comes to studying software complexity [1]. It can be viewed as a structure
based metric that analyses connection between the edges and nodes in a
given piece of source code. By node one can, for example mean, a line of
code that has a conditional statement, for example if-then-else or switch-
case, or a loop, such as for and/or while loops. Depending on how the
nodes interact with one another in code, they are connected through edges
forming a closed graph structure. Following this interaction pattern the
cyclomatic value is calculated according to the equation 3.1

C = ne − nn + p + 1 (3.1)

where ne, nn denotes the total amount of edges and nodes and p is a number
of connected components in a flow chart.

Figure 3.1 shows an example how a pseudo code could look like for
bubble sorting algorithm. The procedure starts from taking an array of
type integer together with some variable of same type, denoted by n as
local variables. There are also some local variables i, j, and temp defined.
The code then basically says that if ith element of the array is less than
jth element, then first the results from ith array element is saved in the lo-
cal temporary variable named temp, thereafter the ith and jth elements are
swapped. At the end of this sorting procedure, the jth element is saved into
the temporary variable.

10
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Following this piece of code, a node-edge relationship chart is drawn,
seen in 3.2. The chart shows the number of nodes n that is 11 in total, and
the number of edges e, i.e. the arrows with which the nodes are connected
is 13.

1 . Procedure s o r t ( i n t [ ] arr , i n t n )
2 . i n t : i , j , i n t : temp ;
3 . begin :
4 . f o r i :=2 to n do
5 . f o r j :=1 to i do
6 . i f a r r [ i ] < a r r [ j ]
7 . s e t temp = a r r [ i ]
8 . a r r [ i ]= a r r [ j ]
9 . s e t a r r [ j ]=temp
1 0 . End
1 1 . End

Figure 3.1: Flow chart diagram for a simple sorting routine

Plugging this information into the 3.1, the the cyclomatic complexity
value is therefore equals to C = 13− 11 + 1 + 1 = 4. This method plays
an important role to evaluate probability for error occurrence. A class of
a program should always be written in such way to get as low cyclomatic
value as possible. A high value often can lead to a higher probability that
an error occurs during execution of a program.

This analysis shows that McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity in its pure
form is used mainly for analysis of the object oriented source code. To use
it in terms of parameter setting, it should be adapted to it.
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procedure
sort

var i,j
save:int

begin

loop:

loop:

x[i]<x[j]

End

End

set temp=
x[i]

x[i]=x[j]

set temp=
x[j]

Figure 3.2: Flow chart diagram for a simple array sorting routine
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3.3 Structure of XML-based parameter setting file

XML stands for Extensible Markup Language and since many years has
been used as a language for structuring chunks of information. Since the
development of the World Wide Web it has become one of the most com-
mon tools for structuring, displaying and exchanging the information. It is
widely used in client-server models, where the information first has to be
structured at the server side before passing it over to the client.
There is also a similar language, known as Hyper Text Mark-up Language
(HTML) primary used to display data on web pages. It is, however, not as
flexible as XML in a sense that it cannot manage structured data when it
is extracted from a database. In other words, XML is always able to retain
information of a document structure, making it more advantageous over
HTML in this regard. HTML is on the other hand very useful to display
static data such as fixed text, tables, figures etc.

Figure 3.3 shows how the content of parameter setting logic of an ECU
might look like. The script starts from the root object, called ECU_AirCondition_123,
followed by its children objects, called ECU objects. The ECU objects consist
of the following items:

• ECU_VARIANT
There are many different variants of the same ECU. When a newer
variant of an ECU is introduced, the parameter setting logic is modi-
fied to some extent. To keep track about this change a new variant of
the parameter setting logic set is introduced. This new logic is often
slightly changed compared to previous version.

• VCR
Is an abbreviation for the variant code replacement. To ensure that a
newer and an older version of the same software is backwards com-
patible, these parameters might be included into parameter setting
file.

• PS_BLOCK
Sometimes two variants of the same ECU have a lot of common pa-
rameters. PS_BLOCK contains the specification of which parameters
that are common for both software variants.

• Pid
Is an abbreviation for parameter identification. A Pid holds a param-
eter(s) at the specific location in the flash memory of an ECU.

• Parameter
A parameter that a Pid may have.

• Functional Parameter
The specified scenario of a parameter.
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• Range
Defines a reasonable interval within which functional parameter val-
ues should be in.

An object in-between opening and closing tags, for example, PS_Block,
is referred as an element and an object inside quotation marks is called an
attribute. The parameter setting configuration file is structured in a specific
way. To get a fast picture about its structure, in this project it has been cho-
sen to represent it as a relational database. The relation between different
objects is seen in the figure 3.4. As the figure shows, each ECU object might
have zero to many child objects depending on what ECU is considered, the
size of the file, the amount of objects etc.

Parameter setting files might have very complex tree-like structure con-
taining several thousands lines of code making it hard for a human being
to understand and navigate in it while specifying parameters. To remedy
this, Scania has developed a tool, called Parameter Setting Editor (PSE). It
works by loading an XML file into PSE environment, reading its hierarchy
and displaying relationship between the objects in a hierarchal order.
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<?xml vers ion = " 1 . 0 " encoding = " utf −8"?>
<Object name=" Ecu_AirCondition_123 ">
<Object name = " Mjukvaruvarianter ">

<Ecu_variant >Mjukvaruvriant_1
<PS_Block > Mjukvaruvriant_1

<Parameter_id > Id = " 1 2 3 "
<Parameter >obj =" obj1 " o f f s ="0" s i z e ="8"

o f f s v a r ="0" s c a l e v a r ="1" </ Parameter >
</Parameter_id >
<Parameter_id > Id = " 2 3 4 "
<Parameter >obj =" obj2 " o f f s ="0"
s i z e ="8" o f f s v a r ="0" s c a l e v a r ="1"
</Parameter >
</Parameter_id >
<Parameter_id > Id = " 4 5 6 "
<Parameter >obj =" obj3 " o f f s ="0"

s i z e ="8" o f f s v a r ="0" s c a l e v a r ="1"
</Parameter >
</Parameter_id >

</PS_Block >
</Ecu_variant >

<Ecu_variant >Mjukvaruvriant_2
<PS_Block > Mjukvaruvriant_2
<Parameter_id > Id = " 1 2 3 "

<Parameter >obj =" obj1 " o f f s ="0"
s i z e ="8" o f f s v a r ="0" s c a l e v a r ="1" </ Parameter >

</Parameter_id >
<Parameter_id > Id = " 2 3 4 "
<Parameter >obj =" obj2 " o f f s ="0"

s i z e ="8" o f f s v a r ="0" s c a l e v a r ="1"
</Parameter >
</Parameter_id >
<Parameter_id > Id = " 4 5 6 "
<Parameter >obj =" obj3 " o f f s ="0"

s i z e ="8" o f f s v a r ="0" s c a l e v a r ="1"
</Parameter >
</Parameter_id >
<Parameter_id > Id = " 6 7 8 "
<Parameter >obj =" obj4 " o f f s ="0"

s i z e ="8" o f f s v a r ="0" s c a l e v a r ="1"
</Parameter >

</Parameter_id >
</PS_Block >

</Ecu_variant >
</Object >

</Object >

Figure 3.3: An example of how a structure of parameter setting logic might
look like
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the relationship between different
ECU objects
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3.4 Cyclomatic complexity of parameter setting logic

Due to the fact that an ECU behaves differently depending on where it
is installed, different choices are made beforehand in order to configure
a specific ECU type. This specification is usually carried out through so-
called functional product characteristics (FPC) codes, also known as vari-
ant codes. A variant code can be regarded as a specification of a feature.
When a customer makes an order of a vehicle, depending on what kind of
vehicle is considered, an individual set of features is always included into
the specification. When the specification is completed, the specified values
can be written to an ECU.

Figure 3.5 demonstrates an example of an FPC code for coolant pump
flow - a subsystem within ECU responsible for controlling air temperature
inside a vehicle. Depending on the vehicle type, the intensity of the coolant
flow is different. There is also an empty state present, called ZZ where
condition is said to be not valid for the FPC execution, meaning that the
value cannot be specified for this particular vehicle

FPC_pump coolant

A_bus_500 dm3/min B_truck_480 dm3/min ZZ_not valid

Figure 3.5: Structure of a variant code

Cyclomatic complexity in terms of parameter setting, defined in Algo-
rithm 1, is determined by counting up conditional statements for each ECU
object. It works by taking an ECU as an input, counting the number of con-
ditions for each object and returning a cyclomatic value as an output stored
in a data structure, which in C# called Dictionary.
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Algorithm 1: Cyclomatic complexity

1 Class CalculateCyclomatic ();
Input : Ecu, Ecu_Objects
Output: Cyclomatic_value

2 int count = 0;
3 foreach Ecu in All_Ecus do
4 foreach Ecu_object in Ecu_objects do
5 if (FPC is valid for execution) then
6 Exctract all the conditions, specified in FPC code(s) for this

particular Ecu_object from the XML file for an Ecu
7 count++;
8 end
9 end

10 end
11 Store the total amount of conditions in the Dictionary data structure.

The total condition number yields a cyclomatic value.

3.5 Strucutre based metrics

3.5.1 Tree representation of an XML file

Instability and Tree impurity are two structure based metrics that analyze
complexity in a tree structure. This tree structure, however, is not properly
defined, making these two methods hard to understand. In order to explain
these methods properly the underlying model of the tree structure should
be defined first.

An XML document can be modeled as a tree-like like structure [3]. Ac-
cording to the 3.4 an object could have multiple number of child object,
therefore the tree structure should be represented as a generic labeled tree,
meaning that each node is allowed to have an arbitrary number of chil-
dren. Because the tree is referred as "labeled ", each node has a label with
a value of either an element or attribute. Let N = n1.....nn V = v1.....vn,
with N, V ∈ Z be a finite set of nodes and vertices and λi: Ωi → Ni de-
note a mapping from some XML element string value Ωi to a tree node,
Ni. Taking this into account, a tree T = (N, V, λ) is defined.

The maximal depth of such a tree depends on number of Ecu objects in-
cluded that in turn depends on the choice of parameter setting file. Accord-
ing to the 3.4, the total amount of the Ecu objects is eight in total, starting
from Ecu defined as a root object and terminating with Range object. Figure
3.6 shows an example of how such a tree might look like, in this example
the tree has only the objects up to Parameter included where the maximal
depth is five. To determine maximal depth in a tree structure, the most
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straightforward approach would be measuring length of its paths. A path
with length j can be defined as a sequential expression of nodes, given by
P = (nroot, ...., nj) and path segments are defined by si = (ni, ni−1), with
i = 1.....j, where si ⊆ P.

Ecu

Ecuvar_1

PS_Block_SW1

Pid_1

Prm_1

Pid_2

Prm_2

Pid_3

Prm_3

Ecuvar_2

PS_Block_SW2

Pid_1

Prm_1

Pid_2

Prm_2

Pid_3

Prm_3

Ecuvar_3

PS_Block_SW3

Pid_1

Prm_1

Pid_2

Prm_2

Pid_3

Prm_3

Pid_4

Prm_4

Figure 3.6: Labelled tree structure of an XML-file

3.5.2 Instability

Instability is a structure-based complexity metric [2] that basically is de-
fined as fraction between a nodes’s outflows and inflows plus outflows.
An inflow number refers to the amount of edges entering a node and the
number of outflows refers to the amount of edges leaving it. This is sum-
marized in the equation 3.2.

Instability =
total_number_of_outflows

total_number_of_inflows + total_number_of_outflows
(3.2)

To grasp the meaning of this metric let’s consider some trivial examples.
As a first example assume a case when the number of the inflows equal to
the the number of the outflows. By plugging in this to the equation 3.2
the instability value equals 0.5. When the number of the inflows becomes
larger than the number of the outflows, this will give a value smaller that
0.5. On the contrary, if the number of the outflows becomes larger than the
inflows then the instability value will always get larger than 0.5.

A large instability value imply a node having a dependence on many
other nodes, meanwhile, a small value imply the fact that a node is de-
pendent on a few other nodes, but many other nodes in a structure might
depend on it. As a metric it can therefore be interpreted in the following
way: When a structure only consist of the incoming edges and no outgoing
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edges, this will give a minimum instability value equals zero. And vice-
versa, if a structure only has outgoing edges, this will give a maximum
value equals 1.

In our case, instability value close to 0.5 indicates the fact that many
nodes in a tree structure have a small difference in the amount of the in-
coming and outgoing edges. This is referred as a one-to-one relationship.
Let’s consider a tree, seen in a figure 3.6 as an example and calculate total
amount of the inflows and the outflows for each node. An Ecu node has
no incoming edges, only three outgoing. Each Ecuvar object has the same
amount of the incoming and outgoing edges. Each of the PS_Blocks have
one incoming edge; the first two PS_Blocks have have three outflows and
the last PS_Block have four outflows. At the next level, each Pid have the
same amount of the inflows and the outflows. Each of the Prm objects have
only one inflow and zero outflows. Taking an individual node and count-
ing the amount of inflow and outflow edges, the number of inflows as well
as the outflows appears to be 26. The instability for such a tree is therefore
equals 0.5. It means that a tree structure in this particular example has all
of its nodes having one-to-one relationship with one another.

3.5.3 Tree impurity

Figure 3.6 shows Ecu objects that form a tree-like formation. Although a
typical parameter setting file can be modeled as a tree, in some parame-
ter setting files it deviates from being a pure tree structure becoming more
similar to a graph. Different to a tree-like structure where Ecu objects are
always arranged according to the rule specified in 3.4, a graph-like struc-
ture breaks from this rule which can for example allow the root node to be
directly connected with whatever Ecu object. The point of allowing graph
structure is to increase the degree of re-usability of the same object. Instead
of using it several times as it is done in a tree structure, an object can be
connected in a more clever way allowing several other objects to use it. The
main disadvantage of using graph before tree is mainly because it reduces
readability and understandability of the parameter setting logic file mak-
ing it look much more irregular. The total tree impurity degree in percent
is calculated according to the expression defined in 3.3

Tree_impurity =
2(V−N + 1)
(N− 1)(N− 2)

· 100% (3.3)

Again, taking a tree example 3.6 and calculating the total amount of
nodes as well as edges, which in this example is 27 and 26, the deviation
from a tree structure is zero, therefore the structure in our example is in-
deed a pure tree.
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New proposed tree-based met-
rics

4.1 Entropy

The term Entropy was initially used to describe laws of classical thermody-
namics. From a classical point of view it is defined as a measure of internal
energy of a system per unit temperature that is not available to do useful
work. A good example from the classical physics is that the heat transfer is
only possible from a warm environment to cold and never vice versa.

Beyond its classical definition the concept it is also vital in information
theory. It can be interpreted in two different ways: the first definition is
used to evaluate how certain/uncertain an event is, while the second one
focuses on looking whether a distribution is uniform or not.

Suppose, there is a set of random independent variables X = (x1, x2, .....xn),
where P = (p1(x1), p2(x2), ....pn(xn)) is the corresponding set of probabil-
ities. Denote also I(xi) as the information content of each random variable
xi. Suppose we would like to measure the degree of homogeneity of a dis-
tribution, by defining some variable called H. To measure the homogeneity
of some random distribution, let’s take the expected value of the informa-
tion content, i.e. H(x) = E[I(x)]. By its definition, it is given by logarithm
of the inverse of the probability function for each random variable in the
distribution, i.e. I(xi) = logb

1
p(xi)

. Multiplying the probability with its
corresponding information function and summing over all the terms, this
boils down to the equation 4.1

H(x) =
n

∑
i=1

P(xi)I(xi) = −
n

∑
i=1

P(xi)logbP(xi) (4.1)

Looking at the equation 4.1 because of the minus sign, H takes its min-
imum value in case when the distribution is completely uniform.

21
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4.2 Path entropy

The tree structure of a parameter setting file might be either homogeneous,
i.e. the length of all paths in the tree is equal, or on the contrary hetero-
geneous where a large path fluctuation might be observed. To check how
different these paths are within the document, let’s Pi denote the proba-
bility that the path of type i is happened to be chosen from the set of the
available paths. Let’s denote n as number of paths with exactly the same
length and Ntot as the total number of paths. The probability can then be
defined as Pi =

ni
Ntot

. By plugging this information into the equation 4.1 and
setting b = 2, the equation seen in 4.2 is called Path entropy. The concept
of Path entropy was proposed by [4].

Hpath = −
n

∑
i=1

ni

Ntot
log2

ni

Ntot
(4.2)

By looking at the expression for the probability function, clearly when
all paths have the same length, then the probability function becomes very
close to one, therefore path entropy becomes very close to zero. As the
paths become more diverse, the number of probability terms in the equa-
tion 4.2 shall increase leading to larger entropy value. To understand this
methodology, let’s consider two tree structures, illustrated in the figures 4.1
and 4.2.

Ecu

Ecuvar_1

PS_Block_SW1

Pid_1

Prm_1

Pid_2

Prm_2

Pid_3

Prm_3

Ecuvar_2

PS_Block_SW2

Pid_1

Prm_1

Pid_2

Prm_2

Fp_2

Range_2

Ecuvar_3

PS_Block_SW3

Pid_1

Prm_1

Pid_2

Prm_2

Pid_3

Prm_3

Pid_4

Prm_4

Fp_4

Range_4

Figure 4.1: Non-homogeneous tree with varying path diversity
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Clearly, the second tree 4.2 has no path diversity, all six paths have the
same path length equals five1, so the path entropy becomes Hpath = − 6

6 ·
log2(

6
6 ) = 0. For the first tree there are seven paths of length five, and

two paths of length seven, thus the total path number is nine, so the path
entropy in this case becomes Hpath = −( 7

9 · log2(
7
9 ) +

2
9 · log2(

2
9 )) = 0.76.

Ecu

Ecuvar_1

PS_Block_SW1

Pid_1

Prm_1

Pid_2

Prm_2

Pid_3

Prm_3

Ecuvar_2

PS_Block_SW2

Pid_1

Prm_1

Pid_2

Prm_2

Pid_3

Prm_3

Figure 4.2: Homogeneous tree with zero path diversity

4.3 Subtree entropy

Research article [4] also defines a strategy to measure subtree entropy in an
XML file. Instead of using paths, the authors propose to divide the struc-
ture into different types of the subtrees. In this work, however, this is step
is not taken into account due to the fact that it computationally speaking
is too complex to use in practice. Moreover, it is not very clear in what
way this strategy would perform better compared to Path entropy when
applied to a parameter setting file.

1Observe that the paths here are determined by counting number of ECU objects, not
counting the number of theoretically defined edges.
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Implementation of the developed
strategy

5.1 Algorithm structure

As mentioned previously Path entropy is a strategy that measures how ho-
mogeneous or heterogeneous a tree-structure is by analyzing length of its
paths. The pseudo code of the developed strategy is described in the Algo-
rithm 2 and 3.

Algorithm 2: Tree traversal

1 Class StackData;
Input : A list, containing a single Ecu
Output: Entropy_value

2 foreach Ecu in All_Ecus do
3 create an empty stack
4 put a list with an Ecu on a stack
5 while (stack is not empty) do
6 current element = first list element, popped from the stack
7 if (a list on the stack still has any items left) then
8 push that list on the stack. Obtain all the children to the

first member of that list on the stack
9 end

10 if (number of children is zero) then
11 make a call to the method GetEntropyValue(stack);
12 Pop the top element from the stack
13 else
14 object = list of child objects
15 put that object on the stack
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 end

24
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Algorithm 3: Calculate entropy value

1 GetEntropyValue
Input : Stack defined in the class StackData()
Output: Entropy_value

2 Dictionary with both key and value of type int,
3 The key holds the path length while the value indicates how many

times the path with the same length is found.
4 foreach (key-value-pair in Dictionary) do
5 if (a key has not been found yet ) then
6 put that key in the Dictionary
7 else
8 increase the the value++
9 end

10 end
11 end
12 Based on data in the dictionary, compute path entropy value,

according to 4.2.

The initial step of the implementation involves defining an appropriate
strategy to traverse the tree i.e. visiting nodes in a specific order. Because
the path length is of primary interest, a possible traversing strategy would
be visiting nodes in pre-order. Taking the figure 4.2 as an example, the path
order for this tree is:

• Ecu→ Ecuvar_1→ PS_Block_SW1→ Pid_1→ Prm_1

• Pid_2→ Prm_2

• Pid_3→ Prm_3

• Ecuvar_2→ PS_Block_SW2→ Pid_1→ Prm_1

In terms of algorithm construction, the traversal can be done either re-
cursively or iteratively. In this project, however, an iterative version has
been chosen before the recursive one due to higher performance. To tra-
verse the tree, the algorithm takes advantage of a stack data structure that
works according to the principle Last-in, First-out. The stack management
involves using the two main operations, called Push and Pop. Push is used
to put elements on the top of the stack while Pop removes the top element.
Figure 5.1 shows how the stack is managed to fully traverse the tree. The
above part of the figure shows the collection of the lists at different stages
of the traversal procedure. It starts from putting the first ECU object into
the list thereafter it is placed on the stack.
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[0] ECU

[0]Ecuvar_1

[1]Ecuvar_2

[0]PS_Block_SW1

[1]Pid_1

[2]Pid_2

[3]Pid_3

[0]Pid_1

[1]Pid_2

[2]Pid_3

[0]Prm_1

[0] Prm_1

[0]Pid_1

[1] Pid_2

[2] Pid_3

[0] PS_Block_SW1

[1] Pid_1

[2] Pid_2

[3] Pid_3

[0] Ecuvar_1

[1] Ecuvar_2

[0] ECU

[4] Prm_1

[3]Pid_1....Pid_3

[2] PS_Block_SW1....Pid_3

[1] Ecuvar_1, Ecuvar_2

[0] ECU

Figure 5.1: Management of the list structures, figure above. These list struc-
tures are placed on the stack, down-left. The actual size of the saved stack,
down-right.
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The upcoming procedures involves taking the first member of each list,
marked with [0] in the figure and computing all the child objects to it.
The procedure repeats all over again until an object with no children is
encountered. In this case the stack content is saved, seen in 5.1, the down-
right figure, thereafter the top element is removed from the stack.When
this is done the program jumps back to the next node at lower level in the
tree, in such a way so that the preorder traversal mechanism is maintained.
When all the nodes are visited the traversal stops.

The last part of this strategy involves processing the stack data. First the
number of stack elements is counted, which gives total path length. Then
the algorithm checks how many times a path with same length is listed.
Finally, the expression 4.2 is computed, giving an entropy value.

5.2 Development environment

The testing and implementation phases of the algorithm development both
are done in C#, using Visual Studio Enterprise 2017 IDE. Figure 5.2 shows
the appearance of the IDE environment in the debugging mode

Figure 5.2: Visual studio Enterprise edition in its debugging mode.
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First, a test suit is created, where it is ensured that the implemented
algorithm works for the smallest XML file as well as for the largest one in
the PSM database of files. When this is produce satisfactory results, the
algorithm is tested for all the available ECUs.

When the testing stage is completed, the final step includes the inte-
gration of it in the existing Complexity Analyzer application environment,
seen in the A.1.
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Application design and Imple-
mentation

6.1 Overview

To make the Complexity Analyzer more accessible and user-friendly a web-
based version of it is designed and implemented. Based on the preferences
made by users, it has been decided to include two modes into it, namely:

• Mode1: Compare all systems

• Mode2: History

The first mode takes all the systems as an input, comparing the data
between them, meanwhile the second one takes a single ECU as an input
and analyze variation in data between different release generations. Both
methods present the results from the earlier described algorithms in a form
of a bubble chart as an output.

6.2 Data collection

The application design starts from obtaining technique to collect the data
from the above described algorithms. The full description of this strategy
is seen in the block diagram 6.1. The data extraction step involves creat-
ing a class in the existing Complexity Analyzer application that extracts
numerical data from the algorithms. Because the application has two dif-
ferent modes to choose from, the data corresponding to each mode should
be stored in the database. For that reason a program class responsible this
option choice is created. In order for the application to access relevant data,
the complexity metrics should be stored in a table. This table is seen as the
data source. This is usually carried out through a technique called data-
mapping, where each object with its corresponding identification tag is
mapped, forming a table. Classically this can be achieved using SQL,in this
project, however, Entity Framework is used which is an object-relational
open-source mapping framework allowing to map the data directly via C#
code without involving SQL at all [5]. In this case, each algorithm can be
regarded as an entity object forming a collection of entities also known as
database context.

29
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Cyclomatic complexity

Tree impurity

Instability

Path entropy

Database context Choose the mode

Data mapping

Data source

Figure 6.1: Data collection strategy

6.3 Model-View-Controller design pattern

An application often consists of several building blocks. There is a user
interface that enables interaction with a user, the business logic, usually
responsible for data access and its management. To show the data on the
screen, there is also a presentation layer involved. Because the design pro-
cess should be carried out as quickly and efficiently as possible there is a
good reason to separate these blocks. Model-View-Controller is a software
design pattern 6.2 [7] that helps us to achieve this greatly simplifying appli-
cation development. The software components of the application are thus
divided into the following chunks:

• Model

• View

• Controller

The Model is responsible to manage and structure the data. In our case,
depending on what mode is chosen by user, it creates points filling them
with data. At this point all necessary data is collected from the database.
The View contains the components responsible for specifying presentation
layer. It displays a data chart after getting an input from a user. The view
components are usually static meaning that they cannot be updated by
themselves. An example of static view components are for example static
part of Google charts, elements of the user interface such as buttons, text
fields etc. To make the View update according to the user input there is a
third component involved that acts as a connection between the Model and
the View called the Controller. It receives the input from the user sending
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it further to the Model that carries out a certain task according to speci-
fication, sending the results back to the Controller, thereby it updates the
View.

To understand this in detail, let’s consider an example 6.2.A user, presses
a button defined in a the first view component. This input is sent to the con-
troller component. The Controller routes this input to the Model that will
prepare necessary data, specified by the user. When this is completed, the
data will be returned back to Controller that will update the second View,
for example a chart.

Controller

ModelView

3:return data4:update

Data

2:update1:input

takes the data

Figure 6.2: Controller-Model-View application design pattern.

6.4 Implementation

The overall structure of the developed application is shown in the flow
chart 6.5. The initial step of the application development involves design-
ing and implementing the compare mode, then as a step two the history
mode is implemented. The model class is a central part of the application.
In our case, the primary purpose of the model part is creating a point object
that is filled with complexity measurements data. To ensure that the appro-
priate data is fetched from the source, the connection between the Model
and the Data source is established through a connection string. The step
two of the implementation involves adding the two view objects, the first
one is a drop-down button with option and the second one are the default
components of a Google chart. Because these components are static, they
are defined in a HTML-format. In order to connect the static components
with the Model, the Controller is used for taking data points specified in
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the Model, converting them to JSON format, seen in Listing 1. Then these
points are presented in a Google chart. The interaction between Model,
View and Controller are seen in the sequence diagram 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Sequence diagram for the Compare mode.

Different to the Compare mode, the History mode, takes a single ECU
as an input. The process 6.4 starts from that the user chooses an ECU from
a drop-down menu that contains all the available systems which is created
by defining an extra class in the model that fetches the name for each ECU
from the database. When the user has taken a decision about what system
he or she wants to analyze, the Controller will immediately receive this
information as an input and then look up if a string that represents chosen
system matches with a sting that represents the same system of different
release versions in the database. If true, the Controller notifies the Model
to retrieve these points from the database, thereby they are returned back
to the Controller in JSON format, seen in Listing 2. In the final step the
Controller returns data to the View in similar way the Compare mode does.
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Figure 6.4: Sequence diagram for the History mode

1 {
2 "EcuName": "Type_1"
3 "Cyclomatic value" : 20,
4 "Tree impurity" : 5%,
5 "Instability" : 0.4,
6 "Path entropy" : 1
7 }

Listing 1: ECU with measurements in JSON format, Compare mode.

1 {
2 "EcuName": "ABC"
3 "Release_date": "2018-XX-XX"
4 "Cyclomatic value" : 100,
5 "Tree impurity" : 5%,
6 "Instability" : 0.4,
7 "Path entropy" : 1
8

9 }

Listing 2: ECU with measurements in JSON format, History mode.
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Figure 6.5: Flowchart that shows structure of the application
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Results

This part is focused on the analysis and evaluation of the following topics:

• Analysis of the current algorithms that access the complexity in pa-
rameter setting

• Results of the Path entropy. The results are obtained by applying this
strategy on real parameter setting data for all the available ECUs

• Appearance of the application

• Presenting the measurement results from the complexity metrics, by
running the web application.

7.1 Evaluation of the complexity algorithms

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 shows the Cyclomatic complexity(number of condi-
tions), Tree impurity and the Instability as a function of total number of
the ECU objects. According to these figures, the Cyclomatic complexity
and Tree impurity increases linearly when the number of ECU objects is
small. As the figures shows a large fraction of the ECUs have a number of
objects less than 100 where Cyclomatic complexity is less than 500 and the
Tree impurity is less than 5 %. As the number of the ECU objects increases,
the ECUs become more and more sparsely populated, which means that
the distance between each ECU increases. A Cyclomatic complexity that
is larger than 1500 and Tree impurity larger than 15% generally speaking
are rather uncommon. The fact that the most of the systems have tree im-
purity value below 10% imply that the parameter setting file can indeed
be approximated as a tree, because the deviation from a pure tree struc-
ture seem to be quite small. For the ECUs with complex parameter setting
logic and large amount of objects the Tree impurity tends to increase. There
are some complex objects(not visible in the figure), where Tree impurity is
larger than 15%. When the amount of objects is getting larger, to reduce the
complexity, it becomes desirable to reuse some of the ECU objects present
in the file. In practice this often cause change in a tree structure which in
turn leads to appearance of irregular connections making a tree look more
like a graph. The disadvantage of the graph is that the structure becomes a
lot more unpredictable and harder to understand compared to a pure tree.
Therefore, the Tree impurity can be considered as a trade-off between the

35
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Figure 7.1: Cyclomatic complexity, tree impurity versus number of ECU
objects

re-usability of objects in the file and understandability of the parameter
setting file structure.

Different to Cyclomatic complexity and Tree impurity, the Instability ex-
hibits non-linear growth with respect to the amount of ECU objects. More-
over, the instability value is less than 0.5 for all the systems. The results in
the Figure 7.2 suggest that a large portion of the systems have instability
value ranging between 0.24 and 0.33, where the ECU density is the largest.
Because all the systems have instability value between 0 and 0.5, the closer
a system approaches a value of 0.5, the closer it is to the "one-to-one rela-
tionship".
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Figure 7.2: Instability as a function of the Ecu objects

7.2 Evaluation of the Path entropy

It is important to point out that the entropy value is highly dependent on
number of elements within each collection, meaning that it should always
be within a range 0 ≤ h ≤ log2(k), where k is the total size of each col-
lection. The conclusion of it is that a collection that contains two path
types has maximum path entropy value equals one, due to the fact that
log2(2) = 1, a collection with three path types has maximum entropy value
of log2(3) = 1.58, four path types log2(4) = 2 and so on.

The tables A.1 and A.2 presents the results from the test suite run of
the Path entropy algorithm, where the first table contains the data for sys-
tems of different generations, while the second one shows systems that
only have one generation available.

ECUs of each type are shown in the first column, where a type with the
same number indicates an ECU that belongs to the same family. The paths
that belong to each group, for example a path could be of group three, five
seven, and how many times ith path appears in a given collection are seen
in the row two and three respectively. The row four and five shows the
fraction of the ith path group within each collection of paths and the path
entropy value. Each collection of paths is represented as a row vector; its
size depends on number of path groups. Looking at the obtained data,
clearly there is a large number of systems that have path entropy value
equals zero. Such systems have only one path group available, therefore
entropy is always equals zero. An entropy value close to one where the
group number is two indicates that the paths are evenly distributed mean-
ing that there is the same amount of paths of each group. A value that is
closer to zero indicates that the distribution of paths becomes uneven. A
good example of showing it are the ECUs of the type 3A, 22, 23. In each
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case there are two path groups, each collection has a most frequent path
present. From the table it is seen that these ECUs have a dominating path of
length five that appears in 90%, 88% and 95% of cases in a given collection
of paths. It means that the other path in such collection type appear much
less frequently, contributing insignificantly compared to the most frequent
path.

The same principle is also valid for systems with three path groups,
i.e. when the collection size is k = 3. Again, an entropy value closer to
the maximum, i.e. 1.58 for this category indicates even distribution, while
a value far away from the maximum, on the contrary, indicates uneven
distribution. Type 25 is a typical example showing an uneven distribution
for this collection size. Types 12A and 33 on the other hand, have much
more even distribution which leads to larger entropy value.

As the path occurrences become more and more evenly distributed in a
collection it usually results the entropy value to increase.

Figure 7.3: Path entropy as a function of number of objects

Figure 7.3 shows the variation of entropy with the number of ECU ob-
jects. As expected, when there is only one path group present, the entropy
will remain zero independent of the number of ECU objects. From the same
figure it can be seen that 29 ECUs have path entropy equals zero, 23 ECUs
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Figure 7.4: Path entropy sorted after category vector

end up having path entropy between zero and one, 12 ECUs having path
entropy larger than one and 2 ECUs having entropy of one. The above part
of the figure 7.3 shows that the entropy grows logarithmically from zero
to one when the number of ECU objects is in a range between 50 and 300.
Figure 7.3 shows how the path entropy changes with the number of ob-
jects for different systems in general. However, it does not tell which path
groups are present in each ECU. Figure 7.4 shows ECUs (marked with dots)
grouped according to number of path groups. Red dots represent a system
with one path group, green and blue ones ECUs with two and three path
groups respectively. This figure says that an entropy value in the range
between 0 and 1 have almost equal amount of ECUs with two and three
groups of paths. The same figure suggests that a path entropy value larger
than one indicates that a parameter setting file has all three groups of paths.

7.2.1 Appearance of the application

Figure 7.5, shows the main parts of the designed application. There are
two drop-down menu buttons, a green one does the comparison of soft-
ware complexity between all systems, while the blue one analyses how the
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complexity in software changes over time. 1. By clicking on one of the two
of the action links in the green button named "Compared all systems 1" and
"Compare all systems 2" a diagram 7.7, will appear on screen. The reason
that there are two action links present is due to limitation of a Google bub-
ble chart. It is hard coded in such a way so that only five distinct properties
are allowed to be included in a bubble. The figure 7.7 above presents the
Instability as a function of the number of objects and the below figure illus-
trates Tree impurity as a as a function of number objects. The color of each
bubble indicates change in Path entropy and the bubble size is determined
by cyclomatic value where a higher cyclomatic value gives larger bubble.
Observe that not all the available systems are visible in the chart. This is
due to added zoom-in function that prevents the bubbles with similar com-
plexity values to overlap.

By choosing an ECU to analyze in the blue "Analyze history 1" button, a
bubble chart 7.8 that compares data for the different release versions of an
ECU appear. As for the compare mode, the the bubble size is determined
by cyclomatic value. Table 7.6 shows the variation in data for the different
release versions, where the first row in the table shows the oldest release
while the last one shows the newest one. According to this data, the num-
ber of objects tends to increase with each new release version. The same is
true as for the number of conditions(cyclomatic value) that also has similar
trend in this example.

To see the contents of each bubble, one may hover over it. Then the
complexity measurements will appear in a message box above each bubble.

1The are actually two history buttons, although only one is actually shown in 7.5
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Figure 7.5: Two bootstrap buttons. The green button is for the compare
mode, the blue button is for history mode.

Release Instability Object
number

Entropy Cycl.
value

Tree
Impurity

PR01 0.37 235 0.9580 769 0.634
PR10 0.3697 237 0.9580 769 0.615
PR35 0.37 240 0.9636 774 0.619
S03 0.37 247 0.944 776 0.656

Figure 7.6: History data for the Type_4A ECU.
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Figure 7.7: Two kids of "Compare" analysis. The above figure shows the
instability as a function of number of objects, the below one Tree impurity,
in percent as a function of number of objects.
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Figure 7.8: "History" analysis of a specific system as a function of number
of objects. Here the Type_4A is taken as an example.
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Discussion

The current metrics defined in the Complexity Analyzer can at least to
some extent be adopted to analyze the logic in parameter setting. However,
it is important to distinguish between the complexity of object-oriented
code and XML data. For example Cyclomatic complexity in terms of pa-
rameter setting is actually just a number of conditional statements in each
parameter setting file. The actual expression to calculate Cyclomatic com-
plexity works very well for the object oriented source code, where a control
flow structure can easily be identified. Following the code, one can rela-
tively easy determine the amount of the edges and the nodes in it. A cyclo-
matic value in this particular context gives an insight about how complex
a flow structure is, where a higher value indicates that a structure is more
complex. This technique can not be directly applied to an XML file due to a
simple fact that a definition of structure of an object oriented program is dif-
ferent from the definition of a structure of an XML file. However, because
a typical parameter setting file contains conditions to specify configuration
for a specific vehicle type, it is often interesting to look how the amount of
these condition changes with respect to the number of ECU objects. These
conditions can be viewed as a set of decision points within a parameter set-
ting file. A file that has a large number of decision points in its structure
is more complicated than a file with smaller number of decision points.
According to the obtained results, most of the ECUs have a number of con-
ditions below 500; its number tends to increase linearly with a number of
objects. The reason that many systems have comparatively low conditional
number is probably because a system owner, who specifies these conditions
always wants to minimize their amount reducing the complexity in param-
eter setting as much as possible. A system with large number of conditions
is harder to handle which in practice might lead to increased probability of
an error during a process when parameters are written to an ECU.
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As it has been stated before, the Instability and Tree impurity are the
structure based metrics. Because XML file has a tree-like structure, these
metrics can be used to get an insight about its structural behavior. An
instability value close enough to 0.5 mean that almost all nodes in a tree
structure have one-to-one relationship, meaning that each node have ex-
actly one edge pointed towards it and one edge pointed from it. This struc-
tural pattern is easy to understand, which means that the systems close to
this value have less complex structure than the systems that deviate a lot
from it. A system with an instability value much less than 0.5 indicates
the large spread between the incoming and outgoing edges meaning that
a system exhibit unusual structural behavior. According to the obtained
results, many systems have instability value that ends up between 0.24 and
0.33. The mean of the instability value in this region is therefore 0.28. It can
therefore be estimated that the total number of outflows is approximately
40% less than the total number of the inflows for most of the ECUs.

The results have shown that the tree impurity value is less than 10%
for most of the systems. It means that only a small fraction of objects that
is actually reused. An ECU with a higher number of objects also tends to
have a higher degree of tree impurity, which means that more objects in the
parameter setting are reused. This is a positive feature since the objects are
reused to a greater degree for more complex systems. The disadvantage of
the Tree impurity is that it does not tell us exactly which parts in parameter
setting file that contribute to increased tree impurity value.

Path entropy is a newly proposed strategy that measures how diverse
paths in a tree structure are. The value of entropy is highly dependent
on the number of path groups, which means that the maximum value of
entropy increases with the increased number of groups. Path entropy that
is closest to maximum, for example, 1 if the number of categories is two,
suggests that a tree structure is homogeneous, meaning that the number
of paths within each group is the same. A value closest to zero yields the
uneven distribution of paths in a collection. Path entropy can be used as a
tool to obtain a fast picture about the structure of a parameter setting file.
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The results have shown that the possible paths in a typical parameter
setting file are always of length three, five and seven. This is because a Pid
always has Parameter object, Functional parameter always has a Range
object. A path of length five mean that objects ranging from ECU to Param
included, a path of length seven have objects ranging from ECU to Range
and a path of length three from ECU to VCR. Path entropy can be used as a
tool to get a fast picture how ECU objects are distributed within a collection
of paths. A change in the distribution of objects in a structure of a parame-
ter setting file will cause entropy value to fluctuate. It can be of particular
interest when comparing two release versions of the same system. When
entropy value fluctuates between different releases, it indicates that new
objects been added into parameter setting logic causing object distribution
to change. The disadvantage, of this method, however, is that it does not
tell us exactly which parts in parameter setting file that are different that
cause change in the distribution.

The developed web application has significantly improved user-friendliness
of the Complexity Analyzer. Different to the prototype that took a couple
of minutes to visualize necessary data, it takes just a second to get the full
analysis running it.
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Conclusion

All the four described methods could to some extent be used when assess-
ing the complexity in parameter setting in real-world application. Since the
Cyclomatic complexity (number of conditions) is the most intuitive method
to understand, it can therefore be used as a step one when analyzing the
complexity. If a problem when configuration specification is written to an
ECU occurs, it could probably be explained due to large number of con-
ditions, some of which might be difficult to handle. Whenever a complex
ECU is taken into consideration, it can be useful to get a picture about the
degree of the re-usability of the configuration components since their re-
usage helps to reduce the complexity. In this case Tree impurity should be
used to estimate how large fraction of the parameter setting logic is reused.
It is also important to point out that a less complex system has less needs
to reuse its components, therefore it should have as small Tree impurity as
possible because a large impurity value also makes parameter setting file
more difficult to understand in terms of structure.

In case when a parameter setting file has very unusual structural behav-
ior, Instability could be used to spot such a system. When analyzing a sys-
tem with different release, i.e. by running history mode of the application,
fluctuation in path entropy value will indicate the change in distribution of
objects. The larger change in entropy, the greater change is in structure.

The short recommendation for the user is therefore the following: Cy-
clomatic complexity could be used first to obtain a fast picture on com-
plexity. To get more detailed analysis about the degree of the re-usability,
tree impurity should be used. If a parameter setting file exhibits unusual
structural pattern which deviates from what is considered being normal,
one could look at the instability metric. To get a fast picture whether the
structure of a parameter setting file changes between different releases path
entropy metric could be used.

Due to the fact that the included complexity metrics measure different
parameters, there is no obvious way how to combine different methods,
therefore they should be used separately.
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Future Work

Software complexity is indeed a very large and complex topic that can be
viewed from many different angles. In terms of parameter file setting how-
ever, it is often desirable to get an understanding about variation of dif-
ferent parameters in data present. Although, the current metrics give us a
good estimation about the complexity, however, these metrics do not tell us
exactly which parts of the parameter setting file contribute to the complex-
ity growth. For example Tree impurity, does not tell exactly which parts
of parameter setting logic are re-used thus contributing to a higher value.
Therefore this method can be developed further in such a way so that it
not merely shows tree impurity value, but also tells the user exactly which
parts in a parameter setting file causes a structure to deviate from being a
pure tree. Path entropy as a metric could also be analyzed further. A possi-
bility for further investigations could include studying exactly how much
path entropy value increases/decreases when the structure of the param-
eter setting file is varied. This could, for example, be tested for different
releases of the same system. The web application could be developed fur-
ther as well. Because parameter setting logic is getting more complex, it can
be very useful to find out exactly where the complexity has grown. An ap-
plication could for example take two releases of the same ECU as an input,
comparing them with each other and output a string containing parameters
that are different.
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The first appendix

Figure A.1: Overview of original version of the complexity analyzer
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ECU Path category vector Number of ith path Fraction of path i Path entropy
Type 1A [3,5,7] [5,52,4] [0.08, 0.85,0.06] 0.74
Type 1B [5] [31] [1] 0
Type 2A [5] [11] [1] 1
Type 2B [5] [26] [1] 0
Type 3A [3,5] [7,67] [0.09, 0.90] 0.45
Type 3B [5] [54] [1] 0
Type 4A [3,5,7] [10,182,49] [0.04,0.75,0.20] 0.96
Type 4B [5,7] [3,6] [0.33, 0.66] 0.918
Type 5A [5] [6] [1] 0
Type 5B [5] [8] [1] 0
Type 6A [3,5] [14,14] [0.5,0.5] 1
Type 6B [3,5,7] [22,3313,549] [0.005,0.86,0.14] 0.637
Type 6C [3,5,7] [22,4482,336] [0.0047,0.92,0.069] 0.4067
Type 7B [5] [281] [1] 1
Type 8A [3,7] [2,4] [0.33,0.66] 0.918
Type 8B [5] [31] [1] 0
Type 9B [5] [6] [1] 0

Type 10A [1] [1] 1 0
Type 10B [3] [14] 1 0
Type 12A [3,5,7] [18,109,159] [0.06,0.38,0.55] 1.25
Type 12B [5,7] [218,66] [0.76,0.23] 0.78
Type 13A [3,5,7] [29,1090,1002] [0.013,0.51,0.47] 1.089
Type 13B [3,5,7] [16, 823,631] [0.01,0.56,0.43] 1.063
Type 13C [3,5,7] [50,6092,4229] [0.0048,0.58,0.40] 1.02
Type 14A [3,5] [4,29] [0.12,0.87] 0.5328
Type 14B [5] [40] [1] 0

Table A.1: Path entropy analysis for the systems that might have different
generations. For example Type 1 mean the oldest generation. Observe that
not all systems may be included here.
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ECU Path category vector Number of ith path Fraction of path i Path entropy
Type 17 [5] [5] [1] 0
Type 18 [3,5] [6,24] [0.2,0.8] 0.72
Type 19 [3,5,7] [5,344,70] [0.01, 0.82,0.16] 0.74
Type 20 [5] [9] [1] 0
Type 21 [3] [1] [1] 0
Type 22 [3,5] [17,136] [0.11,0.888] 0.5032
Type 23 [3,5] [19,417] [0.04,0.95] 0.2584
Type 24 [3,5] [4,4] [0.50,0.50] 1
Type 25 [3,5,7] [7,171,5] [0.03,0.93,0.027] 0.4134
Type 26 [5] [1] [1] 0
Type 27 [5] [41] [1] 0
Type 29 [1] [1] [1] 0
Type 30 [5,7] [3,8] [0.27, 0.72] 0.8453
Type 31 [5] [41] [1] 0
Type 32 [5,7] [5,15] [0.25,0.75] 0.811
Type 33 [3,5,7] [7,15,7] [0.24, 0.517, 0.24] 1.48
Type 34 [5,7] [131,220] [0.37,0.626] 0.953
Type 35 [5] [78] [1] 0
Type 36 [5] [14] [1] 0
Type 37 [3,5] [1,7] [0.125,0.875] 1.23

Table A.2: Path entropy analysis for the systems that only have one gener-
ation.
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